
 

  

  
  
  
  
  

    

 

COMMON RESERVATION AND CANCELLATION CONDITIONS

 

1. Reservations: 

Upon reservation´s confirmation it´s needed to insure it with the deposit, which is equal to 

apartment´s rental total price.  

The amount can be transfered on our foreign bank account

following details: names and dates of birth of all of guests.

Reservation is confirmed from our side only after the r

  

2. Arrivals and departures: 

On arrival day your apartment can be occupied from at 

the day of departure. 

In case the guest would like to arrive earlier or leave later, the apartment may also

earlier or vacated later by making prior arrangements with the reception.

 

3. Reservation cancellation conditions:

If a guest needs the apartment later than agreed, doesn’t need it at all or vacates it earlier, the 

following cancellation terms and conditions shall be applied:

up to 60 days before arrival   .................................   no cancellation fees

59- 30 days before arrival   ....................................   we retain the pre

29- 15 days before arrival   ...........

14 - 08 days or less before arrival   .........................   80% of apartment´s rental total price

07 day or less before arrival   ……………………………..   100% of apartment´s rental total price

In  any case we keep the right to charge you for the administrative costs caused by cancellation
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COMMON RESERVATION AND CANCELLATION CONDITIONS

Upon reservation´s confirmation it´s needed to insure it with the deposit, which is equal to 

red on our foreign bank account. In  that case please communicate us the 

wing details: names and dates of birth of all of guests. 

Reservation is confirmed from our side only after the receipt of the deposit. 

On arrival day your apartment can be occupied from at 4 p.m. on and must be vacated by 10 a.m. on 

In case the guest would like to arrive earlier or leave later, the apartment may also

earlier or vacated later by making prior arrangements with the reception. 

3. Reservation cancellation conditions: 

If a guest needs the apartment later than agreed, doesn’t need it at all or vacates it earlier, the 

and conditions shall be applied: 

days before arrival   .................................   no cancellation fees 

days before arrival   ....................................   we retain the pre-payment 

days before arrival   ....................................   60% of apartment´s rental total price

days or less before arrival   .........................   80% of apartment´s rental total price

day or less before arrival   ……………………………..   100% of apartment´s rental total price

any case we keep the right to charge you for the administrative costs caused by cancellation

 

 

 

 

 

  

COMMON RESERVATION AND CANCELLATION CONDITIONS 

Upon reservation´s confirmation it´s needed to insure it with the deposit, which is equal to 30% of 

that case please communicate us the 

p.m. on and must be vacated by 10 a.m. on 

In case the guest would like to arrive earlier or leave later, the apartment may also be occupied 

If a guest needs the apartment later than agreed, doesn’t need it at all or vacates it earlier, the 

.........................   60% of apartment´s rental total price 

days or less before arrival   .........................   80% of apartment´s rental total price 

day or less before arrival   ……………………………..   100% of apartment´s rental total price 

any case we keep the right to charge you for the administrative costs caused by cancellation. 


